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2Abstract
The search for novel topological phases of matter in quantum magnets has emerged as a frontier of
condensed matter physics. Here we use state-of-the-art angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) to investigate single crystals of Co3Sn2S2 in its ferromagnetic phase. We report for the
first time signatures of a topological Weyl loop. From fundamental symmetry considerations, this
magnetic Weyl loop is expected to be gapless if spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is strictly zero but
gapped, with possible Weyl points, under finite SOC. We point out that high-resolution ARPES
results to date cannot unambiguously resolve the SOC gap anywhere along the Weyl loop, leaving
open the possibility that Co3Sn2S2 hosts zero Weyl points or some non-zero number of Weyl
points. On the surface of our samples, we further observe a possible Fermi arc, but we are unable
to clearly verify its topological nature using the established counting criteria. As a result, we argue
that from the point of view of photoemission spectroscopy the presence of Weyl points and Fermi
arcs in Co3Sn2S2 remains ambiguous. Our results have implications for ongoing investigations of
Co3Sn2S2 and other topological magnets.
3Quantum magnets with electronic topology have emerged as a promising arena for novel
topological states, magnetic control of topological invariants and anomalous transport [1–
10]. One important magnetic topological structure is the Weyl loop (or Weyl line), where
two singly-degenerate bands cross along a closed loop in momentum space, Fig. 1(a) [10–
13]. Weyl loops arise naturally under the combination of ferromagnetism and crystalline
mirror symmetry. Ferromagnetic order is associated with a spin splitting, so that bands
are generically singly-degenerate throughout the Brillouin zone. At the same time, mirror
symmetry can protect two-fold degenerate band crossings taking the form of closed loops
living in the Brillouin zone mirror planes. The result is a bulk cone dispersion which persists
along a closed loop in momentum space. Since ferromagnetism is common and many crystal
structures have mirror symmetry, Weyl loops are expected to arise naturally in many quan-
tum magnets. Such Weyl loops are typically expected to be gapless only when spin-orbit
coupling is strictly zero. With non-zero spin-orbit coupling, the Weyl loop is expected to
gap out, although it can leave behind some gapless Weyl points. Weyl loops are associated
with singularities of Berry curvature, which can give rise to a large anomalous Hall effect and
other exotic transport response, even when the singularity is made well-defined by spin-orbit
coupling [10].
The kagome magnet Co3Sn2S2 has recently captured the attention of the community,
particularly with the observation of a large anomalous Hall effect [14, 15]. Co3Sn2S2 crys-
tallizes in space group R3¯2/m (No. 166), with dihedral point group D3d which includes
three mirror planes, Fig. 1(b). Neutron scattering and muon spin rotation experiments
at low temperature suggest a ferromagnetic order with magnetic moments associated with
the Co atoms and oriented along the z direction, [111] in the primitive basis [16–18]. Ab
initio calculations under ferromagnetic order predicted that Co3Sn2S2 exhibits Weyl loops
living in the mirror planes, neglecting spin-orbit coupling [14, 19]. Under spin-orbit cou-
pling, these Weyl loops are predicted to gap out almost everywhere, leaving behind several
Weyl points. Recent studies have explored various exotic properties of Co3Sn2S2, including
offering experimental evidence for Weyl points and topological Fermi arcs by angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [14, 16, 20–23]. However, the existing ARPES results
have been limited by broad spectral linewidth [14]; the absence of photon energy dependence
on bulk electronic states [16, 21]; lack of a surface state Chern number counting [14, 21];
and lack of an investigation of the spin-orbit coupling gap in the Weyl loop, which is crucial
4for identifying possible Weyl points [14, 16, 21]. These missing pieces of the puzzle motivate
further investigation of the topology of the ferromagnetic electronic structure in Co3Sn2S2.
We grew high-quality single crystals of Co3Sn2S2 by a self-flux method with congruent
composition [15]. We carried out photon-energy-dependent ARPES measurements at Beam-
line I05 of Diamond Light Source, Harwell Science Campus, Oxfordshire, UK using a Scienta
R4000 electron analyzer with angular resolution < 0.2◦; total energy resolution < 13 meV for
all photon energies; spot size 50 µm × 50 µm; and sample temperature 8 K. [24]. We carried
out additional ARPES measurements at Beamline 5-2 of the Stanford Synchrotron Radia-
tion Lightsource, SLAC in Menlo Park, CA, USA using a Scienta R4000 electron analyzer;
photon energy hν = 130 eV; angular resolution < 0.2◦; beam spot size 16 µm (vertical) × 36
µm (horizontal); and sample temperature 20 K. Samples were cleaved in situ and measured
under a vacuum of 4× 10−11 Torr or better. We studied the [111] (primitive lattice basis), z
direction, surface of the crystal. Data were symmetrized and a background subtraction was
carried out. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations with the projected augmented
wave (PAW) method were implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)
[25, 26] with generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [27]. The surface spectral func-
tion was calculated for the Sn-terminated surface from a tight-binding model derived from
maximally localized Wannier functions [28], using the WannierTools package [29].
We explore the ARPES spectra of our Co3Sn2S2 samples along momentum slices per-
pendicular to the Brillouin zone mirror plane, see dotted line in Fig. 2(a). Measuring with
incident photon energy hν = 130 eV, we observe a cone-like dispersion near the Fermi level
EF at ky = 0.32 A˚
−1, with the top of the cone near kx = 0 A˚−1, Fig. 2(b). Examining next
the ARPES isoenergy contours, we observe a point-like electronic structure at the Fermi
level, suggestive of a band crossing occurring on the mirror plane Mx, Fig. 2(d). To better
understand this cone feature, we repeat our measurement at hν = 125 eV. We again observe
a cone-like dispersion centered on Mx, with again a point-like Fermi surface, Figs. 2(b), (d),
but with ky shifted to 0.39 A˚
−1. Our observation that the cone persists with varying photon
energy, although the cone does shift in ky, points to a three-dimensional nodal electronic
state extending along the out-of-plane kz momentum direction. To better understand these
results, we systematically track the cone dispersion in our ARPES spectra from hν = 100
to 135 eV, Fig. 2(b). We again find that the cone persists with photon energy, with the
crossing point consistently on the Mx plane, but at varying ky. To summarize this photon
5energy dependence, we assemble the crossing points of all cones in the (ky, kz) mirror plane,
where larger kz are obtained by measurements with higher photon energy, Fig. 2(c). We
observe that the crossing points appear to encircle the L point of the bulk Brillouin zone,
suggesting that we have observed a bulk line node on Mx in Co3Sn2S2. Since the system
is ferromagnetic with generically singly-degenerate bands, we interpret this line node as a
Weyl loop, Fig. 1(a). To extract the complete trajectory of the Weyl loop, we parametrize
its trajectory by an angle ω in polar coordinates with L taken as the origin. The Weyl loop
is then described by a function r(ω) with 2pi periodicity. Crystalline inversion symmetry
P further requires that the dispersion remain unchanged under inversion through L, con-
straining the trajectory to r(ω + pi) = r(ω). With pi periodicity, the first two terms of the
Fourier decomposition are r(ω) = r0 + r1 cos(2ω+φ1). By fitting to the ARPES locations of
the cone dispersions, we find that the trajectory of the Weyl loop is given by r0 = 0.24 A˚
−1
,
r1 = 0.14 A˚
−1
and φ1 = 63
◦, Fig. 2(c). Our analysis provides the first example of the full
momentum-space trajectory of a Weyl loop, extracted from experimental data alone.
Having provided evidence for a topological Weyl loop in the ferromagnetic phase of
Co3Sn2S2, we next consider the behavior of the Weyl loop under spin-orbit coupling. The-
oretically, with non-zero spin-orbit coupling, allowed perturbations can lift the two-fold de-
generacy and open a gap in the Weyl loop. Depending on details of the electronic structure,
qualitatively different behaviors are possible: either the Weyl loop may gap out fully along
its entire trajectory; or some points may remain gapless, forming a number of discrete Weyl
points. To distinguish between these scenarios, it is necessary to investigate the spin-orbit
gap along the Weyl loop. Looking again at our ARPES spectra, we find that at certain
photon energies, such as hν = 120 eV, the Fermi level lies well below the crossing point,
preventing us from investigating the spin-orbit gap, Fig. 2(b). At other photon energies,
such as hν = 130 eV, the crossing point appears to be close to the Fermi level, but still no
upper Weyl cone is visible and spectral weight persists to the Fermi level, again obscuring
any possible spin-orbit gap. In fact, we observe no clear spin-orbit gap anywhere along
the Weyl loop trajectory. Therefore, although the Weyl loop is apparent in our photoemis-
sion experiments, we cannot clearly demonstrate the presence or absence of Weyl points in
Co3Sn2S2.
Lastly, we consider the topological Fermi arc surface states as a separate avenue by
which to demonstrate a Weyl point semimetal phase in Co3Sn2S2. We find that it remains
6difficult to pinpoint topological Fermi arcs in Co3Sn2S2. In our Fermi surface acquired by
photoemission spectroscopy, we observe (1) a rather sharp triangular state around the K¯
point; (2) a second set of faint, but rather sharp, arc-like states closer to Γ¯; and (3) several
wide regions of broad spectral weight, for example around M¯ , Figs. 3(a,b). We compare
these spectra with an ab initio calculation of the (111) surface of Co3Sn2S2, Sn termination,
taking into account spin-orbit coupling. In the calculation, we observe a qualitative match
to our experimental results, including (1) a trivial surface state encircling the K¯ point; (2)
a nascent topological Fermi arc connecting the calculated Weyl cone projections; and (3)
several projected bulk pockets, which include bulk states associated with the predicted Weyl
points, see the yellow and cyan squares, Fig. 3(c). To demonstrate the presence or absence of
a topological Fermi arc, we attempt to apply the surface state analysis criteria directly to our
photoemission spectra, focusing in particular on the arc-like state [30]. None of the observed
states, including the arc-like state, take the form of separated, disjoint arcs (Criterion 1, [30])
nor do we observe any apparent kinks (Criterion 2) or an odd set of closed contours (Criterion
3). Next we consider how one might build a momentum-space Chern counting path enclosing
a possible Weyl point (Criterion 4). In our photoemission spectrum along the Γ¯ − K¯ path,
the arc-like state exhibits a clear right-moving Fermi velocity, contributing a count of +1,
Fig. 3(a). To close this momentum-space path, we need to find another way back around
to the starting point without entering any bulk projection. Our experimental data suggests
that there is no momentum-space path available which encloses a candidate Weyl pocket and
could signal a non-zero Chern number. All relevant paths would cross some bulk states, so
we could not rule out additional boundary modes above the Fermi level which change the net
Chern number count. Ab initio results also suggest that there is no suitable momentum-space
path available at or below the Fermi level for Chern number counting, Fig. 3(c). At the same
time, our ab initio calculations do suggest that a ‘persistent’ topological Fermi arc survives
in Co3Sn2S2, despite being enclosed by and partially degenerate with bulk projection. Such
a ‘persistent’ topological surface state has also been experimentally observed at least once,
in another system [31]. An analogous situation may arise in Co3Sn2S2, but further careful
study is needed. Given the current theoretical and experimental limitations, it remains
unclear whether or not Co3Sn2S2 exhibits topological Fermi arcs.
We have asked what can be reasonably concluded about the topology of Co3Sn2S2 based
only on our ARPES spectra and basic symmetry considerations, as opposed to an ab-initio-
7led approach. The takeaway is that the ARPES spectra suggest the presence of a Weyl
loop in Co3Sn2S2 in the ferromagnetic phase. However, it remains unclear if the Weyl
loop under spin-orbit coupling leaves behind Weyl points or is fully gapped throughout.
Similarly, an ARPES surface state analysis fails to reveal unambiguous topological Fermi
arcs. Nonetheless, our ARPES spectra show that the Weyl loop lies near the Fermi level
along most of its momentum-space trajectory, suggesting that the large anomalous Hall effect
in Co3Sn2S2 may be understood as arising from a topological Weyl loop. This interpretation
appears to be consistent with ab initio calculations, which report a large concentration of
Berry curvature emanating along the Weyl loop [15]. Further quantitative analysis is needed
to better understand the relationship between the Weyl loop and the anomalous Hall and
Nernst effects in Co3Sn2S2 as well as other topological magnets [10, 32, 33]. In the future, it
may also be exciting to explore other exotic responses of magnetic topological Weyl loops.
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FIG. 1: Weyl loops, ferromagnetism & mirror symmetry. (a) Schematic of a Weyl loop
electronic structure [10], contained in a mirror plane M (purple) in the bulk three-dimensional
Brillouin zone. (b) Primitive unit cell of Co3Sn2S2, consisting of one formula unit (7 atoms),
displayed so that the crystallographic mirror plane is apparent (perpendicular to the page, cutting
down the center of the cell). The conventional unit cell z direction (layer stacking direction) is
[111] in the primitive basis.
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FIG. 2: Weyl loop in Co3Sn2S2. (a) Bulk and (111) surface Brillouin zones of Co3Sn2S2
with bulk mirror plane (ky, kz plane, cyan), surface mirror line (blue) and several high-symmetry
points (red) marked. The surface zone corresponds to the natural cleaving plane. (b) Energy-
momentum ARPES spectra acquired perpendicular to the mirror plane at different photon energies
hν, with ky locations as marked in (c). Linear vertical light polarization, Γ¯ − K¯ ARPES slit
alignment, first in-plane Brillouin zone. (c) Bulk momentum-space locations of cone crossings
extracted from the spectra (orange dots), along with a fit to the orange dots using a polar coordinate
Fourier decomposition around the L point (green curve, see main text). The ARPES out-of-plane
momentum kz corresponds approximately to hν; ky is an ARPES in-plane momentum. The plane
of (c) is the Mx mirror plane. The polar angle ω takes L as the origin. (d) Isoenergy surfaces at
the Fermi level, acquired by ARPES at several hν, showing a dot-like Fermi surface (black arrows).
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FIG. 3: Surface state analysis in Co3Sn2S2. (a) Energy-momentum ARPES spectrum along
Γ¯−K¯ and (b) ARPES Fermi surface in the vicinity of the K¯ point, acquired at hν = 130 eV, linear
horizontal light polarization, Γ¯ − M¯ APRES slit alignment, second/third surface Brillouin zones.
White arrows indicate a candidate topological Fermi arc. (c) Ab initio calculation of the surface
density of states at the Fermi energy, Sn termination, with spin-orbit coupling included. Weyl
point predictions marked by the yellow (positive chirality) and cyan (negative chirality) squares.
